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An Optimal Parallel Algorithm for Detecting
Weak Visibility of a Simple Polygon
(Extended Abst ract)
Danny Z. Chen*

Abst ract
The problem of detectin g the weak visibility of an n-verte x
simple polygon P is that of finding whether or not
P is
weakly visible from one of its edges and (if it is) identify ing
every edge from which P is weakly visible. In this paper, we
present an optimal parallel algonth m for solving this problem. Our algorith m runs in O(log n) time using O( n/ log n)
processo rs in the CREW- PRAM comput ational model, and
IS very differen t from the sequent ial algorith
ms for this problem. This algorith m also enables us to optimal ly solve,
parallel, several other problem s on weakly visible polygon s.in

1

Intr oduc tion

Visibility is one of the most fundam ental topics in comput ational geometr y. Visibility problem s arise in many application areas, such as comput er graphic s, vision, VLSI design,
and robotics . Visibility problem s also appear as subprob lems in other geometr ic problem s (like finding the shortest obstacle -avoidin g paths and comput ing intersec tions between geometr ic figures). Therefo re, a great deal of research
has been devoted to finding efficient algorith ms for solving
various visibility problem s, in both sequent ial and parallel
comput ational models.
Weak visibility problem s concern visibility with respect
to "observ ers" in the shape of line segmen ts. An importa nt
class of weak visibility problem s deals with the case where
the opaque object is the bounda ry of a simple polygon . For
a point p in a polygon and a line segmen t s, p is weakly visible
from s if p is visible from some point on s. An exampl e
of such problem s is that of comput ing the region inside a
polygon that is weakly visible from a segmen t. For this
problem , many sequent ial algorith ms [4, 12, 14. 18, 23] and
a parallel algorith m [11] have been discovered. For more
example s of the weak visibility problem s on simple polygons,
see [2, 3, 6. 13. 15.22].
This paper conside rs the problem of detectin g the weak
visibility of a simple polygon. An n-verte x simple polygon
• Departm ent of Compu ter Science, Purdue University,
West Lafayet te. IN 47907. This research was partially
support ed by the Office of Naval Researc h under Grants
N00014-84-K-0502 and N00014-86-K-0689, the Nationa l
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P is weakly visible if there exists an edge e of P such that any
point of P is weakly visible from e (e is called a weakly visible
edge of P). The problem of detectin g the weak visibility of
P is that of finding whethe r or not P is weakly visible and
(if it is) identify ing all weakly visible edges of P. Note that
this problem is a natunil generali zation of the well-known
problem of comput ing the kernel of a simple polygon [19].
(Recall that a point is in the kernel of a polygon iff the whole
polygon is visible from that point, and that a polygon with
a nonemp ty kernel is called a star-sha ped polygon [21].)
Avis and Toussai nt [2] first conside r the problem of detecting the weak visibility of a simple polygon. They present
a sequent ial linear time algorith m for the following case:
check whether or not a polygon P is weakly visible from
a specified edge e of P. Anothe r sequent ial linear time algorithm for this case was recently given in [13]. Using the
algorith ms in [2, 13), the problem of detectin g the weak visibility of P can be trivially solved in O(n 2 ) time (by checking
separat ely each edge of P), but Sack and Suri [22] succeeded
in finding a linear time algorith m for this problem . Our interest here is to solve this problem in parallel. The parallel
comput ational model we use is the CREW- PRAM; this is
the synchro nous shared- memory model where multiple processors can simulta neously read from the same memory location but at most one process or is allowed to write to a
memory location at each time unit.
Based on the observa tions of Sack and Suri [22]. a suboptimal parallel algorith m can be easily obtaine d by using
the recent result of Goodric h et al. [11] on constru cting a
data structu re that support s ray-sho oting queries [4]. This
algorith m first preproc esses P and builds the data structur e
in O(log n) time using O(n) processo rs [11], and then does
O( n) ray-sho oting queries by using the data structur e. The
algorith m takes in total O(log n) time and O( n log n) work
(the work complex ity of a parallel algorith m is the total
number of operatio ns perform ed by the algorith m). Obviously, the work complex ity of this algorith m is a factor of
log n away from optimal ity. The sequent ial algorith m in [22]
manage s to avoid doing the ray-sho oting queries, but that
method seems to be inheren tly sequent ial.
Our method for obtainin g an optimal parallel algorith m
is very different from the above approac hes. We give geometric insights and parallel techniqu es which enable us to
use the divide-a nd-conq uer strategi es and to avoid the difficulty of doing ray-sho oting queries. Our algorith m runs
in O(log n) time using O(n/lo g n) processors, and is obviously optimal . We also use this algorith m to optimal ly
solve, in parallel, several other problem s on weakly visible polygon s (such as the shortes t paths, triangul ation, and
one cruising guard [6] problem s); these parallel solution s all
take O(log n) time using O( n/ log n) processo rs and avoid

Fig. 1). For exam ples , in Fig. 1,
HE t = {e3, e4} and HE ;
Not e that HE t (res p., HE i) can
be emp ty. The
unio n of all HE t (res p., HE i) is
den oted by HE+ (P) (resp.,
HE -(P )). We henc efor th call
h; (res p., hi) the first -hit
poin t of rt (res p., ri). The follo
wing lem ma char acte rize s
an imp orta nt prop erty of the wea
kly visible polygons.
Lem ma 1 (Sack and Suri [22]) Sup
pose that poly gon P is
wea kly visib le from edge en and
en is conv ex. The n for ever y
i = 1,2 , ... , n, the follo wing hold
s: if h; exis ts, then
is
the first poin t on bd(P ) - ei coll
inea r with ei enco unte red in
the coun terc lock wise walk alon
g bd( P) star ting from Vi+ I,
and if hi exis ts, then hi is the
first poin t on bd(P ) - ei-I
coll inea r with ei_1 enco unte red
in the clockwise walk alon g
bd(P ) star ting from Vi-I .

= {es}.
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Figu re 1: Illus trati ng HE t and
HE i·
the prep roce ssin g step of trian gula
ting an arbi trar y simp le
poly gon. (Th e best kno wn para
llel algo rithm s for trian gula ting a simp le poly gon requ
ire O(n ) proc esso rs in the
CRE W-P RAM (9,2 4]' or O(n /log
n) proc esso rs in the mor e
pow erfu l CRC W-P RAM [10], and
O(log n) time .) The geome tric insig hts we pres ent coul
d be useful in solving othe r
geom etric prob lem s.
The re are two maj or subp robl
ems solved by our weak
visibility algo rithm : (1) iden tifyi
ng all weakly visible edge s
for a star -sha ped poly gon who
se kern el cont ains a conv ex
vert ex, and (2) chec king whe ther
or not a polygon is weakly
visible from a specified edge (i.e.
. the case solved by [2, 13]).
The solu tion s to thes e two subp
robl ems could be inte rest ing
in thei r own righ t. The prob lem
of dete ctin g the weak visibility of a simp le poly gon is redu
ced to the two subp robl ems .
The idea for the redu ctio n is deri
ved from the one used in
[22], but our redu ctio n proc edur
e is very different from (22].
Owi ng to the limi tatio n of spac e,
we leave the redu ctio n and
the appl icat ions of the algo rithm
to the full pape r.
The rest of this pap er cons ists
of 4 sect ions . Sect ion 2
gives som e nota tion s and prel imin
ary resu lts on the wea k
visibility of a simp le poly gon.
Sect ion 3 discusses seve ral
geom etric and com puta tion al
obse rvat ions needed by the
algo rithm . Sect ions 4 and 5
desc ribe the algo rithm s for
solving the two subp robl ems men
tion ed above, respectively.
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h;

Pro of. See Lem ma 3 of [22].
0
It is shown in [22] that the set of
weakly visible edges of
P, deno ted by ~E(P), is equa
l to bd(P ) - (HE +(P ) U
HE -(P )) (see The orem 1 of (22]
). For conv enie nce, we call
the edges in HE+ (P) U H E- (P)
the bad edge s of P. If
HE+ (P) and HE -(P ) were avai
lable , then ~E (P ) could
be obta ined in the desi red com
plex ity bou nds. The main
difficulty, ther efor e. is in com puti
ng HE+ (P) and H E- (P).
WL OG, we will show the com
puta tion for HE+ (P) (the
com puta tion for HE -(P ) is simi
lar).
A poin t p is repr esen ted by
its x-co ordi nate and ycoor dina te, deno ted by x(p) and
yep) , resp ectiv ely. For a
line segm ent s (res p., a ray r),
the line cont aini ng s (res p.,
r) is deno ted by l( s) (resp ., l( r)).
The slop e of a line I (res p.,
a segm ent s, a ray r) is deno ted
by slop e(l) (res p., slop e(s) ,

slop e(r) ).
The chai n on bd(P ) from Vi coun
terc lock wise to V;, i -:f.
j, is deno ted by bdij . The size
of a chai n C is the num ber of
line segm ents on C, deno ted by
ICI. For thre e non- coll inea r
poin ts p, q, and r, we say that the
dire cted chai n from p to
q to r mak es a left (res p., righ
t) turn if x(r) (y(p ) - y(q) ) +
y(r) (x(q ) - x(p) ) + x(p) y(q)
- x(q) y(p) > 0 (res p., < 0).
For a dire cted simple chai n C
(PI, P2, ... ,Pk) , k ~ 3, Cis
said to only mak e left (res p., righ
t) turn s iff ever y subc hain
of the form (Pi- I,Pi ,P.+ d mak
es a left (res p., righ t) turn ,
1 < i < k.
If polygon P is weakly visible from
edge en and en is
convex, then for 1 :S i :S j :S n,
the (dir ecte d) shor test path
from Vi to V} inside P goes thro
ugh only the vert ices on
bdi; , and the shor test path only
mak es righ t turn s (this fact
is show n in (2, 13]). Hence, we call
such a shor test path the
inte rnal conv ex path of bd }, and
i
den ote it by /CP ( bdi} ).
Let I be a non- vert ical line. We
say a poin t p is abov e
(res p., below} I iff the vert ical line
pass ing p inte rsec ts I at
a poin t q such that y(q) < y(p)
(res p., y(q) > y(p) ). A
segm ent s is said to be (pro perl
y) abov e (res p., below) I iff
ever y poin t of s is above (res p.,
below) I. The upp er (res p.,
lower) half -pla ne of I is the half
-pla ne defi ned by I whose
inte rior poin ts are all above (res
p., below) I, A left (res p.,
righ t) half -pla ne of a ray r is the
half -pla ne who se bou ndar y
cont ains r and which is to the left
(res p., righ t) of l(r). For a
set L of lines, we use UPC /(L)
(res p., LPC /(L) ) to deno te
the com mon inte rsec tion of the
upp er (res p., lower) halfplan es for the lines in L.
Inte rnal convex path s and com mon
inte rsec tion s of halfplan es play imp orta nt role in our
algo rithm . We will repr esent the inte rnal convex path s and
com mon inte rsec tion s of
half -pla nes by a data stru ctur e
called the hull tree (8, 9] or
rank tree [5]. This data stru ctur
e supp orts efficient implemen tatio n for the parallel oper atio
ns of sear ch, conc aten ation, and split (see (8, 9, 5] for the
deta ils).

=

Pr eli mi na rie s

An n-ve rtex simp le poly gon P
is given as a sequ ence (VI,
V2 . ... , v n ) of its vert ices . in
the orde r in which they are
visited by a coun terc lock wise walk
along the bou ndar y of P,
star ting from vert ex VI. An edge
of P join ing Vi and Vi+ I
is deno ted bye . = ViVi+1 (= Vi+I
Vi), with the conv enti on
that Vn+1 = VI. The bou nda ry
of P is deno ted by bd(P ).
Wit hou t loss of gene ralit y (WL
OG) , we assu me that no
edge of P is vert ical and no thre
e cons ecut ive vertices of P
are colli near .
Vert ex Vi is conv ex if the inte rior
angle of P at Vi is < 11".
Edg e ej is con vexi f both Vi and Vi+1
are convex. For a vert ex
Vi, if Vi+1 (res p., Vi-I ) is nonc
onve x, then let r; (resp ., ri)
be a ray star ting at Vi and cont
aini ng ei (res p., ei-I ). The
set of all such r;'s (res p., ri's
) is deno ted by Ray +(p )
(res p., Ray -(P )). Let ht (res p.,
hi) be the first poin t at
which rt (res p., ri) hits bd( P)ei (resp ., bd( P)- ei-d (i.e.,
Vi is clos er to h; (res p., hi) than
to any othe r poin t in r; n
(bd (P) -e,) (res p., ri-n (bd (P)
-e._ I))) . Let h; (res p., hi)
be on e} - V} (res p., ek - Vk) for
som e j (resp ., k). The n we
call the cons ecut ive edge s that
are on the port ion of bd( P)
from Vi+2 (res p., V.-2 ) coun terc lock
wise (res p., clockwise) to
v} (res p., Vk) the coun terc lock
wise (res p., cloc kwis e) hidd en
edge s of Vi. The set of coun terc
lock wise (resp ., clockwise)
hidd en edges of Vi is deno ted
by HE; (res p., HE n (see

2.

3

Som e Usef ul Obse rvat ions

This section gives some useful geometr ic observa tions and
develop s the comput ational machine ry needed by the algorithm.
The following type of tests will be frequen tly done by the
algorith m: given a set L of lines and a line segmen t s, find
(i) whethe r there is a line 1 E L such that s is below 1, or (ti)
whethe r s is above all the lines in 1. We call such a test a
lines-vs -segmen t test and denote it by Test( L, s).
(N ote: Anothe r type of tests which is also needed by the
algorith m is: (i') whethe r there is a line 1 E L such that s
is above 1, or (ti') whethe r s is below all the lines in L. The
tests for (i') and (ti') are handled similarl y to the tests for
(i) and (ti). Hence we omit the discussion for (i') and (ti').)
Doing Test(L, s) by a brute force method , which checks
segmen t s against every line in L, is inefficient (it requires
O(ILI) work and O(log ILl) time). We would like to achieve
O(log ILl) time and O(ILIO) work for every Test(L, s) done
by the algorith m, where a is some constan t, 0 < a < 1.
Our method for doing the tests makes use of the commo n
intersec tion of upper half-pla nes. It is clear that s is above
all the lines in L iff s is properly contain ed in UPCI (L).
However, it is not necessa rily true that if s does not intersec t
UPCI(L ), then s is below a line in 1. Our solution to the
tests is based on the following observa tion.
Lemm a 2 Given a non-ver tical segmen t s and a set L of
lines, if L is partitio ned into two subsets L' and L" such that
L' (resp., L") contain s the lines of L whose slopes are all ::::
slope(s) (resp., < slope(s )), then the followin g is true: (i) s
is below a line in L iff s does not intersec t either UPCI(L ')
or UPCI(L "), and (ii) s is above all the lines in L iff s is
properly contain ed in both UPCI(L ') and UPCI(L ").
Proof. Omitted . See the full paper.
0
The comput ational lemma below follows from Lemma 2.
Lemm a 3 Given a non-ver tical segmen t s and a set L
of m lines, suppose that the slopes of all the lines in
L are:::: (resp., ~) slope(s) and that UPCI(L ) is avail.
able. Then using k processo rs. Test( L, s) can be done in
O(log m/log( k+ 1)) time ifUPCI (L) is stored in an array,
and in O((log m)2 /log(k + 1)) time if UPCI( L) is stored in
a rank tree.
Proof. Omitted . See the full paper.
0
Note that in Lemma 3, if k = O(mO) for any constan t
0'. 0 < a < 1, then the time complex ities
become 0(1)
(when UPCI(L ) is stored in an array) and O(log m) (when
UPCI (L) is stored in a rank tree).
Based on Lemma s 2 and 3, the next lemma describe s the
basic operatio n done by the procedu re for perform ing the
lines-v5 -segmen t tests.

slope(l' ) < slope(s) < slope(l" ) , or (2) there is no such
L]. In case (2), we apply Lemma 3 and do Test( L;, s),
in parallel , for each i
1, 2, ... , mIle. Each Test(Li , s)
takes O(log m) time using O(mO) process ors (by Lemma
3), where 0'
c' - (l/c) is a constan t and 0 < 0' < 1. The
answer to Test (L, s) can be easily obtaine d from the answers
to the Test(Li , s)'s (based on Lemma 2), in the desired complexity bounds. In case (1), suppose L] is the unique subset
which gives rise to this case. We first do Test( Li, s) for each
i ::f:. j (in O(log m) time using O(m 0) process ors). If the
answer to Test( L, s) can be derived from the answers to the
mIle - 1 Test(Li , s)'s (e.g., there is a line in L - L that is
j
above s), then we are done. Otherw ise, the answers to the
mIl e - 1 Test( Li, s)'s must be combin ed with the answer to
Test( L], s) in order to obtain the result for Test( L, s); hence
Test( L, s) will be complet ed by perform ing Test( L j, s). 0
Note that if Lemma 4 can be recursiv ely applied to
Test( L j, s), then we only need to repeat the use of Lemma
4 a constan t number of times in order to reduce the size
of the test range to O(me') (at that point the brute force
method can take over). In this way, Test( L, s) is processe d
in totally O(log m) time using O(me') processo rs.
Lemma s 3 and 4 require that the commo n intersec tions
of the upper half-pla nes be availabl e before the tests are
perform ed. The comput ation for the common intersec tion
of m half-pla nes, in general, requires O(log m) time and
O( m log m) total work. In our situatio n, there can be as
many as O(n) rays (and thus O(n) half-pla nes) to consider .
It would be impossi ble to comput e the commo n intersec tion
of O( n) half-pla nes in O(log n) time using O( n/log n) processors if the O(n) rays were arbitrar y. Next, we show that
if polygon P is weakly visible from a convex edge, then it is
possible to obtain a subset of Ray+(P ) (resp., Ray-(P )),
denoted by DR+(P ) (resp., DR-(P )), with the following
properti es: (i) HE+(P ) (resp., HE-(P )) can be comput ed
by using only DR+(P ) (resp., DR-(P )), and (ii) DR+(P )
(resp., DR-(P )) can be easily partitio ned into two subsets,
each contain ing rays sorted by slopes. The rays in DR+ (P)
(resp., DR-(P )) are called the domina ting rays of Ray+ (P)
(resp., Ray- (P)). We just discuss the case for DR+ (P) (the
case for DR-(P ) is similar) .
WLOG , we assume that P is weakly visible from convex
edge en, that en is horizon tal, and that lien) is below P-e .
n
We define the polar angle of a ray rt E Ray+ (P), denoted
by a(rt), as follows: let the starting vertex Vi of
be at
the origin; then 0'( rtJ is the angle from the positive x-axis
counter clockwi se to
Note that 0 ~ a(rn < 21r. For
rays rt and
in Ray+(P ), i < j, we say
domina tes
if a(rtJ :::: a(rn. Let DR+(P ) consist of the rays in
Ray+(P ) that are not domina ted by any ray in Ray+ (P).
The following lemma characte rizes DR+(P ).

=

=

r;

r;

Lemm a 4 Given a non-ver tical segmen t s and a set L of
m lines, suppose that L is partitio ned into mIle subsets L ,
I
L2, ... , L mI/e of equal size such that the slope of every
line in Li+ I is :::: the slopes of all the lines in L , and
i
that UPCI(L I), UPCI(L 2 ), ... , UPCI(L mI/e) are available (each stored in a rank tree), where c > 1 is a constant. Then, in O(log m) time using O(m e') process ors,
either the result of Test( L, s) is found, or the test range is
restricte d to a unique L] (i.e., Test(L, s) is complet ed by
doing Test(L] , s)), where c' is a constan t and Ilc < c' < 1.

r;

r;.

r;

Lemm a 5 For rays r; and r; in Ray+(P ), i < j, ifr;
domina tes
then HE; ~ HEt for some k, i ~ k < j.

r;,

h;

Proof. Let Q be the polygon formed by segmen t Vi+1
and the subchai n of bd(P) from Vi+1 counterc lockwis e to
h; (h; is the first-hit point of rn. WLOG, assume that
::f:. V]. There are two possible cases: (a) Vj is in Q (see
Fig. 2 (a), and (b) v] is not in Q (see Fig. 2 (b)). We
first show that in case (a), HE; ~ HE;. If HE; were
not a subset of HE;, then
would have to be outside Q.
For this to happen,
must intersec t V.+I h; before hitting
(since v] is in Q); furtherm ore,
must start in the

h;

Proof. There are two possible cases: (1) there is a unique
subset L] which contain s two lines l' and I" such that

h;
3

r;

h;

r;

4.1

Ph ase l.A

We first sket ch the outl ine and
desc ribe the mai n oper ation of the algo rithm . then we
give the anal ysis and som e
com puta tion al deta ils.

4.1 .1

en

We asso ciate each rt E DR ;(P)
with Va, and den ote by Re
the set of thos e rays in DR t (P)
who se star ting vert ices are
on a subc hain C of bd(P). The
outl ine belo w sket ches the
divi de-a nd-c onq uer stra tegi es used
by this phas e.

(b)

(a)

Figu re 2: illus trati ng the proo f
of Lem ma 5.

h;

righ t half -pla ne of rt and hit
in the left half -pla ne of
r;. Whe n a(r n - a(r ;) ~ 11", such
an inte rsec tion betw een
and V.+l Itt is imp ossi ble beca use
Vj is iit the righ t halfplan e of rt and a(r n 2:: a(r n
(e.g., Fig. 2 (a)) . Whe n
a(r t) - a(r ;) > 11", such an inte
rsec tion betw een r; and
Vi+ lht is also imp ossi ble for the
following reason. Tha t
a(r t)- a(r ;) > 11" imp lies that
a(r t) > 11" and a(r n < 11".
If r+ did not inte rsec t bd(P)
- ej befo re crossing Vi+ lh;,
the~ Vj would not be wea kly visible from
en, a cont radi ctio n.
Hence HE ; ~ HE ; in case (a).
In case (b), chai n bd(i+l») first
inte rsec ts the righ t halfplan e of
and mus t late r go to the left
half -pla ne of
by cros sing
at
Let
be on
I > i + I.
Since P is weakly visible from en,
the inte rnal convex path
ICP(bd(l+I»)) mak es righ t turn s
only. It is not hard to see
that ther e exis ts a vert ex Vk, I <
k < j, such that Vk+l is a
vert ex on ICP(bd(l+I»)) and HE
; ~ HE t (Fig . 2 (b)) . 0
Base d on Lem ma 5, it is easy
to com pute DR+ (P) in
D(lo g n) time using D(n /log n)
proc esso rs (by doing parallel prefix [16, 17]). Not e that
the rays in DR+ (P) are
sort ed by pola r angl es. We furt
her part ition DR+ (P) into
two subs ets DR ;(P) and DR ;(P)
such that the rays in each
subs et are sort ed by slop es. This
part ition is done by split ting DR+ (P) using a ray who se
pola r angl e is 11". DR ; (P)
(resp ., DR t(P) ) cont ains the rays
of DR+ (P) whose pola r
angles are all ~ (res p., » 11". From
now on. we assu me that
DR ; (P) and DR ; (P) are alre ady
available.

r;

r;
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r;

r;

h;.

h;

Th e Ou tlin e

el,

De tec tin g th e W ea k Vi sib ili ty
of a St ar -S ha pe d Po lyg on

This sect ion deal s with the follo
wing
P is star -sha ped and its kern el cont prob lem : given that
ains a convex vert ex
(say vd, com pute the bad edge s
in HE+ (P) using DR+ (P).
Clearly, P is weakly visible from
el (sinc e P is visible from
vI) and el is a conv ex edge . The
algo rithm for this prob lem
has two phas es. Pha se 1.A com
pute s the inte rnal convex
path s and the data stru ctur e stor
ing the com mon inte rsec tion s of the half -pla nes for the rays
of DR+ (P). This phas e
also iden tifie s som e bad edges.
Pha se I.B com plet es the
iden tific atio n of all bad edges;
it mak es use of the inte rnal
convex path s and the data stru
ctur e cons truc ted in Pha se
l.A . The com puta tion cons ists of
two sepa rate part s. one
using DR ; (P) and the othe r usin
g DR ; (P). Due to the
simi larit y betw een the two part
s, we only discuss the part
using DR ;(P) .

if

Inp ut. A subc hain

C of

posi tive inte ger d.

bd(P) with

ICI = m,

Re, and a

Ste p a.I. If m ::; d, then use one
proc esso r to perf orm the
com puta tion in
D( m) time .

Ste p a.2. If d < m ~ d 6 , then divi
de C into two subc hain s
G and

G2 of equa l size, and recu rsiv ely
l
solve the two
subp robl ems on (Gl , ReI ' d)
and (G2 , Re" d), in
para llel. The n perf orm the com puta
tion for C and Rc
using the outp ut from the recu
rsiv e calls on the two
subp robl ems , with mid proc esso
rs and in D(lo g m +
(dlo g d)1/2) time .

Ste p a.3. If m > d6 , then part ition
G into g = (m/d )1/3

subc hain s C 1 , C2 , .... C of size 2 3 1 3
m / d / each . The n
g
recursively solve the g subp robl
ems , in para llel. Finally, perf orm the com puta tion
for C and R e using
the outp ut from the g recu rsiv e
calls, with mid processors and in O(lo g m) time .

Obs erve that , if we could perf orm
the vari ous step s of the
abov e outl ine with in the claim ed
com plex ity bou nds, then
a proc edur e with such an outl ine
would run in D(d + log m)
time with O( m/ d) processors.
Cho osin g d
log m, then
the time and proc esso r com plex
ities beco me D(lo g m) and
D(m /log m), respectively. The
refo re. a call to the proc edure with inpu t (C, Re, log n),
ICI = n, will take O(lo g n)
time usin g O(n /log n) proc esso
rs.
We mus t discuss wha t exac tly
is com pute d with in the
abov e outl ine. Let L( Re) be the
set of lines cont aini ng the
rays in R e . The following is com
pute d in Ste ps a.l- a.3 .
(i) Com pute the inte rnal conv ex
path ICP (C).
(ii) Build the data stru ctur e whic
h stor es the com mon inters ecti on of the rele vant half -pla
nes of L(R e) (e.g.,
UP CI( L(R e)) (this data stru ctur
e is need ed for perform ing the line s-vs -seg men t test
s).
(iii) Do the lines -vs- segm ent tests
to iden tify the bad edges
on G (we may not be able to iden
tify all the bad edge s
in this phase; som e of them are
left to Pha se l.B) .
Sinc e P is star -sha ped, in each
of the thre e step s, the
inte rnal conv ex path s for the
subc hain s of bd( P) can be
com pute d in the requ ired com plex
ity bou nds by usin g the
algo rithm in (5). By Lem ma 5, R
(thu s L(R e )) is sort ed by
e
slopes. Hence the com mon inte rsec
tion of the rele vant halfplan es for L(R e ) is also com puta
ble in the requ ired com plex ity bou nds (e.g., by the algo
rithm s in [8, 5]). The refo re.
we will focus on how to use the
inte rnal conv ex path s and
the data stru ctur e for the line s-vs
-seg men t tests retu rned
from the recursive calls to iden
tify the bad edges in this
phas e.
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Figure 3: Illustra ting the four cases of IICP(Cj)l.

The Main Opera tion

The following operatio n is crucial in the conquer stages of
Steps a.2 and a.3 (say, in Step a.3): given lCP(C, ) and
UPCl(L (Rc. )),5 1, 2, ... , g, determi ne the bad edges on
CJ using Rc" for every pair of i and j, 1
i <j
g. We
classify lCP( CJ ) into one offour possible cases accordin g to
its size, and show how to determi ne the bad edges on C by
J
using Rc, in each case. The classific ation is as follows.
Case (a). lCP(CJ ) has more than 3 segmen ts (see Fig.
3 (a)). Then all the edges on C are bad. In Fig. 3 (a), the
J
edges on C J are all contain ed in BEt_1 U BE + . Hence
dl
there is no need to use Rc, to identify the bad edges
on CJ .

=

't....

s:

s:

Case (b). lCP(CJ ) has exactly 3 segmen ts (see Fig. 3
(b)). Then the edges on subchai ns bdab and bdcd of C are all
J
bad (ef. Fig. 3 (b)), because they are contain ed in BEtI
U BE-;+I' Further more, if VbVc is not an edge of P
(i.e., c >
b+ 1), then all the edges on CJ are bad because the edges on
subchai n bdbc are also contain ed in BEt I U BE-; I ' The
only edge on Cj that may not be bad is VbVc, provide d that
c
b + 1. Thus the problem in this case, when c
b + 1,
is that of finding whether or not VbVb+ I is bad with respect
to Rc,.
Case (e). lCP(CJ ) has 2 segmen ts (see Fig. 3 (c)). Then
clearly all the edges on C J , except the two edges Vh_1 Vb and
VbVb+I, are bad (ef. Fig. 3 (c)). We need to check ~
and VbVb+l by using R co '
Case (d). lCP(CJ ) has 1 segmen t (see Fig. 4 (d)). If
there is a ray r( E R c , such that bdab ~ BE(, then certainl y
all the edges on C J are bad. Otherw ise, we might have to
"shoot" the rays of RCi onto CJ to find which of the edges
on CJ are bad (this ray-sho oting on C is to be done in
J
Phase l.B). Thus we need to check whether bd ~ BEt
ab
for a rt E Rc o' This check is done by testing segmen t VaVb
against the rays in Rc,.
From the discussi on above, it is clear that the main computation in Cases (a)-( d) is to test an edge of C (in Cases
J
(b) and (e)) or a segmen t of ICP( C ) (in Case (d)) against
J
the rays in Rc o ' in order to find out whether the edge of C
or C J itself is bad with respect to RCi' We call such a testJ
a bad-seg ment test.
We need some notation s for describi ng the solution to
the bad-seg ment tests. WLOG , let VI be at the origin and
el be on the positive x-axis (hence P - el is
above l(ed).
The polar angle of a point p E bd(P) - VI, denoted by (Y(p),
is the one from the positive x-axis counterc lockwis e to the
ray starting at Vl and going through p. Since VI is in the
kernel of P and VI is convex. it follows that 0 (Y(p) < 7l" for
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Figure 4: Illustra ting the proof of Lemma 6.
each point p E bd(P) - VI, and that the polar angles of the
points on bd(P) - VI, from VI counterc lockwis e to Vn, are
in non-dec reasing order. For each rt E DRt (P), hi is on
bd(t+2)I' For a ray rt E DRt (P) and a segmen t s, we say
s is properl y contain ed in the upper-r ight (resp., upper-le ft)
quarter -plane of r( iff (i) s is contain ed in the intersec tion
of the right (resp., left) half-pla ne of rt and the left halfplane of the ray starting at VI and going through V,+I, and
(ii) s does not intersec t r(. Observe that if el E BEt, then
el is properl y contain ed in the upper-r ight quarter- plane of

rt

WLOG , we assume that for each ray r in R c , the right
half-pla ne of r is equal to the lower half-pla ne of line l( r).
We would like to obtain the answer to the bad-seg ment
test on Rc i and a segmen t s (of CJ or lCP( C )) by perform J
ing a lines-vs -segmen t test Test( L( Rci)' s) (becaus e we can
handle Test(L( R co )' s) by using Lemma 4). In general, however, a bad-seg ment test cannot be answere d by a lines-vssegmen t test. For example , line l( r) intersec ting a segmen t
s' does not necessar ily imply that ray r also intersec ts 5'.
Further more, even though the half-line defined by a ray r
E RCi does intersec t segmen t s (of C j or ICP(Cj )), r may
first-hit a point on some Ck, i
k < j, before it intersec ts s
(i.e., Ck blocks r from reaching s if r is viewed as a beam of
light emanat ing from its starting vertex). Therefo re, even if
the result of Test(L( Rci)' s) does indicate that s is properly
contain ed in the upper-r ight quarter- plane of r( for a r( E
RCi! the rays of RCi may be totally blocked from C • This
J
means that, in this situatio n, no edge of C truly belongs
J
to BEt for any rt E R co , and hence no edge of C is bad
J
with respect to R co ' If we had to find out whether or not
Rc o is totally blocked from C J , then for every k, i
k <
j, we might either do O(llCP(Ck)1) bad-seg ment tests (for
RCi and each segmen t of lCP(Ck )), or "shoot" each ray of
Rc o on ICP(Ck) (by doing a binary search on lCP(Ck )).
Since we can have IlCP(Ck)1 proport ional to ICkl and IRc,1
proport ional to lCd, either method would be too expensi ve
to be perform ed within the desired complex ity bounds. The
next lemma saves us from doing these costly comput ations.

s:

=

s:

Lemm a 6 If a ray r E R Ci first-hit s some Ck at edge e" i
< j, and if edge e w on Cj is properly contain ed in the
upper-r ight quarter -plane of r, then there exists a vertex V
z
on bdC,- I )(w-2) such that e w E HE";.

s: k

Proof. Chain bdC.-I)w must start in the right half-pla ne
of r. It then intersec ts r on e., and eventua lly enters the
right half-pla ne of r to join V w (see Fig. 4). Since P is
visible from VI, ICP(bd. w ) makes right turns only. Hence
there must exist a vertex Vz+I on ICP(bd. w ) such that 5 - 1
z
w - 2 and e w E BE~ .
0
Lemma 6 implies that if edge ew of C is properly conJ
tained in the upper-r ight quarter- plane of a ray r E Rc ,
o
then e w is definite ly a bad edge. Note that for any k' such
that k' < i or k' > j, Ckl cannot block the rays of RCi from
Cj (by Lemma 1).

s: s:

s:
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The next lemma justifies the use of the lines-vs -segmen t
tests for the bad-seg ment tests.

Lemm a 7 For i < j, a bad-seg ment test on R e ; and
a segmen t s of C J or ICP( C ) can be done by using
J

Test(L( Re,),s) .

Proof. Let rt be a ray in Re,. Recall that by our assumptio n, the left half-pla ne of ri is the upper half-pla ne
of l( rn. The lemma holds if the following is true: (i) s is
properly contain ed in the upper-r ight quarter- plane of rt
iff s is below l( rn, and (ii) s is properly contain ed in the
upper-le ft quarter -plane of rt iff s is above l( rn. We only
give the proof for (i) (that for (ii) is very similar) . If s is
properly contain ed in the upper-r ight quarter- plane of ri,
then s is below l(rt). If s is below l(ri), then s is properly contain ed in the lower half-pla ne of l( ri) (i.e.. the right
half-pla ne of ri) and certainl y s =P VtVt+l. The facts that i
< j, that s =P VtVt+l, that P is visible from VI, and that VI
is convex, togethe r imply that O'(v,+d :s; O'(p) < 1r for each
point p on s. This means that s is to the left of the ray r
starting at VI and going through V,+I, and thus s is in the
left half-pla ne of r.
0
If the result of Test(L( Re,), s) indicate s that neither (i)
s is below a line in L( Re,) nor (ii) s is above all the lines
in L(Rei)' then there must be a ray r ERe, such that the
half-line defined by r intersec ts s. We need to distingu ish
two types of intersec tion between rand s.
Suppose that Test(L (Re,),s ) indicate s that neither (i)
nor (ii) occurs. Let ray r in R e , intersec t s. Let s = VaVb,
a < b, and let r( s) be the ray starting at Va and going
through Vb. If the starting vertex of r is properly contain ed
in the right half-pla ne of r(s), then we say r pseudo- hits Sj
otherwi se, r does not pseudo -hits. Further more, Re; is said
to pseudo- hit s if (1) for each ray r' in Re;, r' intersec ting
s implies that r' pseudo- hits s, and (2) there is at least one
ray in Re, that pseudo- hits s; otherwi se, we say Re, does
not pseudo- hit s. We distingu ish the types of hits from Re,
on s because only when Re; does not pseudo- hit s can the
rays in R e , first-hit bdab - Va (it is still possible that Re,
is blocked from bdab). If Rei pseudo- hits s, then clearly no
ray in Re, can first-hit bdab - Va.
We define the polar angle of s as 0'( s) = Q'( r( s)) (with
obvious meaning for 0'( r( s»). The following lemma characterizes the types of hits.

Lemm a 8 Suppose that a ray r( of R e , intersec ts a segment s on ICP(CJ ), i

> O'(s).

<

j. Then

r( pseudo- hits s iff O'(rtJ

Proof. Omitted . See the full paper.
0
The next Lemma shows that the lines-vs -segmen t tests
can be used to find out the type of hits from Re; on s.

Lemm a 9 The type of hits from Rei on a segmen t s of
ICP( C J ), i < j, can be determi ned by using the lines-vs segmen t tests. in the same complex ity bounds as those for
Test(L( R e ,), s).
Proof. Omitted . See the full paper.
0
If the result of Test(L( Re,), s) indicate s that s is neither
below a line in L(Re,) nor above all the lines in L(R ,),
e
then one of the following three situatio ns occurs: (1) if s is
an edge of CJ , then s is not bad with respect to Re" or (2)
if s is not an edge of CJ and Re; pseudo- hits s, then bdab
is not bad with respect to Re; (where s = VaVb, a < b), or
(3) if s is not an edge of C J and R e , does not pseudo- hit s.
then IICP(CJ )I may be Case (d) (which is to be handled
in Phase l.B).

4.1.3

Perfo rming Test(L (Rc;), s) in Step a.3

We need to discuss how the lines-vs -segmen t tests are actually perform ed in the algorith m. We only discuss this for
Step a.3 (Step a.2 is left to the full paper).
In Step a.3, there are O(l) = 0«m/d ?/3) pairs of Cj
and C J , i < j, where m = ICI. For each pair of Cj and C , we
J
need to do Test(L( Re,) , s) for 0(1) segmen ts s on ICP(C
J ),
if ICP(Cj ) is not of Case (a). There are totally O(m/d)
processo rs available. Thus O(g) = 0((m/d )I/3) process ors
are allocate d to each pair of C j and C • It suffices to show
J
how to do one Test(L( Re,),s) using O(g) processo rs.
Our primary tool is Lemma 4. In Step a.3, to perform
Test(L( R e ,), s) in O(log m) time, we need to achieve two
things: (i) in perform ing the test, Lemma 4 is recursiv ely
applied only 0(1) times, and (ii) the size of the test range,
after (i) is done, is reduced to 0«(m/d )I/3) (so that the
brute force method can take over).
In the conquer stage of Step a.3, UPCI( L( R , )) is availe
able (stored in a rank tree), for each i = 1, 2, ... , g, and we
comput e UPCI(L (Re)) from the UPCI(L (Re,))'s . Because
L(R e ) is sorted by slopes, for each i, bd(UPC I(L(Re, »)) n
bd(UPC I(L(R e ))) consists of at most one connect ed component, and bd(UPC I(L(Re, ») - bd(UP CI(L(R c)) consists
of at most two connect ed compon ents. After UPCI(L (R )
e
is comput ed. we still retain the (at most) two connect ed
compon ents of bd(UPC I(L(R e ,))) - bd(UPC I(L(Re» )) in
two separat e rank trees. This structur e can be readily
maintai ned in every recursio n level of Step a.3.
Using this structur e, it is easy to obtain the informa tion
about each UPCI(L (R ei » (either from UPCI(L (Re» or
from the two connect ed compon ents of bd(UPC l(L(Re, »)bd(UPC I(L(R e »». Further more, for a subchai n Ct of Cj,
the informa tion about UPCI(L (Rek» can be obtaine d from
UPCI(L (Re,) and UPCI( L(Rek» - UPCI(L (Re,)). In
general, the informa tion about the commo n intersec tion of
the half-pla nes at each level of the algorith m can be obtained from the informa tion stored at its ancesto r levels.
WLOG , we assume that in the recursiv e call on
(C" R e" d). Cj was partitio ned into O( (m/ df/9) subchai ns
(the case where Ci was as in Step a.2 can be easily taken
care of within the desired complex ity bounds) . In perform ing Test(L( R e .), s), we repeat the following two steps. (i)
Apply Lemma 4 to Test(L( Re,),s) using 0(m/d) I/3) processors. (Note that the informa tion on UPCI(L(Re~», for
each subchai n C~ of Cj, is obtaine d using the structur e
describe d in the previou s paragra ph.) (ii) Either we have
found the answer to Test(L( Re.), s) in (i), or we have reduced the test to a unique subchai n ct of Cj, in which case
we continu e the test by repeatin g (i) for Test(L( Rek),S) .
The size of C is m at the current recursio n levei of the
algorith m. The following can be easily proved by induction: at the i-th recursio n level below, i ~ 1, the chain
size is O(m!(i )dl-!(j) ) and the chain is partitio ned into
0«(m/d) !(j)(1/3 ) subchai ns (for the (i + 1)-th level), where
f( i) = (2/3)'. We want to stop the recursiv e procedu re
for Test(L( Re;), s) when we reach the structur e for the i-th
level below (in the recursio n tree of Phase l.A) for some
i ~ 1, such that the size of the chain at that level is :s;
(m/d)I/ 3. Hence we have
(m/d)I/ 3

~ m!(j)dl -!(i).

which is equivale nt to
m(I/3)- !(j) ~

i 4 / 3 )-!(j).

Choosin g i to be 5, the inequal ity become s

and it holds as long as m 2': d 6 • Thus. the test range size is
reduced to O((m/d )I/3) by going down at most five levels
in the recursio n tree of Phase l.A.

4.1.4

Figure 5: Illustra ting Lemma 10.

The Proce dure for Step a.3

5

We only sketch the comput ation for Step a.3, as follows.
(1) For every pair OfCi and Cj such that i < j and IICP(Cj)1
is not Case (a), do Test(L( Re,),s) for each segmen t s on
ICP(C] ). (2) For every Re" find ali segmen ts S such that
S is tested in (1) and s is not below any line in L(R ,);
e
furtherm ore, among these segmen ts s, find Sj = VaVb such
that the vertex indices a and b for Si are no bigger than
the vertex indices for any of these segmen ts, where a < b
(by Lemma 1, Rej cannot reach any of these segmen ts other
than sd. Let Si be on ICP(C] ,) for some)'. (3) IfIICP(C]/)1
is Cases (b) or (e), or Si is above ali the lines in L(Re,), or
Rei pseudo- hits Si, then the bad edges on the subchai n of
bd(P) from the last vertex of Ci counterc lockwis e to Vb (on
Cjl) can be determi ned; otherwi se, IICP(Cjl)1 is Case (d)
and R e , does not pseudo- hit Sj (in this case, we will decide
in Phase l.B the bad edges on the subchai n of bd( P) from
Ci counter clockwi se to Cj/).

4.2

Chec king the Wea k Visi bilit y
of a Poly gon from an Edge

This section concern s the following problem : check whether
or not a simple polygon P is weakly visible from a specified
edge e of P (i.e;, the case solved sequent ially in [2. 13]).
We show how to solve this problem in O(log n) time using
O( n/ log n) processo rs. Our solution consists of two parts:
a preproc ess and a two-pha se procedu re. WLOG, let e =
en, en be on the x-axis, and xCvI) > x(v n ). The preproc ess
reduces the problem to that of checking the weak visibility
of a simple polygon from a convex edge. Also, the preproc ess
checks to make sure that for every i, 1 < i < n. none of the
following local conditio ns is satisfied : (i) e does not intersec t
the left half-pla ne of r(ed, and (ii) C\'(r(ei- I)) < 7l", C\'{r(e,))
> 11", and Vi is nonconvex. where r( ej) is the ray starting at
Vi and contain ing ei. (For any i, P is not weakly visible from
e if either (i) or (ii) is satisfied .) The two-pha se procedu re
handles the problem of checkin g the weak visibility of P
from a convex edge (say, en).

Phase LB

5.1

By using the structur e built in Phase l.A, this phase finishes the identific ation of the edges in HE+ (P). Phase l.B
has the same algorith mic outline as Phase l.A. Its computation follows the recursio n tree of Phase l.A, level by
level, from the root down to the leaves.
The following operatio n is typical in this phase: identify the bad edges on C ' by using Re, where C ::j:. C' and
IICP(C')I is Case (d). What we do is to shoot Re onto
each subchai n cI of C ' . Thus, we encount er one of the four
cases at each ICP(CI) , and we may have to continu e the
recursiv e comput ation on a unique C; where IICP(C;)I is
again Case (d).
We will not go into the details of this procedu re, since
these details are similar to those in Phase l.A. But we
would like to point out one thing that must be handled
carefull y in this top-dow n procedu re, as follows. If one keeps
using the same data structu re for R e (i.e., UPCI( L(Re»)
in the upcomi ng recursio n levels below C', then the same
O(log ICI) time will be spent at each level. This will not
give an O(log n) time algorith m; instead, the time bound
so resulted will be O(log n log log n). To avoid this inefficiency, what we do when shootin g R e onto C' is to partition C into g = (ICI/d) '/3 subchai ns C\, C2 , ••• , C
g
(as in Phase l.A). Then, by using the structur es for the
UPCI (L( Rek »'s (rather than UPCI(L (Re))), every R
ek
is indepen dently shot onto each of the CI's. Note that
each UPC/(L (Re k ) can be recovered from UPCI(L (Re))
and from the (at most) two connect ed compon ents of
UPCI(L (Rek») - UPCI(L (R e )) in the desired complex ity
bounds.

The Basic Idea

We still use ICP(bdi]) to represe nt the directed shortest
path from Vi to Vj that goes through only the vertices of
bdi] (i.e., the comput ation of ICP(bdij) is based only on
bdi] and disregar ds bd( P) - bdi]). Note that in general,
ICP( bdi]) does not necessarily make consiste nt right turns
for i < j; furtherm ore, ICP(bdi]) may even intersec t the
exterior of P (becaus e it can intersec t bd(P) - bdi]).
The lemma below gives the basic idea for solving this
weak visibility problem . For i < i' (resp., i > i"), let
si(i') (resp., si(i")) be the segmen t on ICP(bdiil) (resp.,
ICP( bdi/J i) that contain s Vi·

Lemm a 10 If P is weakly visible from en, then for any i,
< j < k :::; n, a scan of the interior angle
of P at v], from edge e j - I clockwise to edge e], encounters
e]_I, s](i), sj(k), and ej, in that order (cf. Fig. 5).
j, and k, 1 :::; i

Proof. Omitted . See the full paper.
0
By Lemma 10, if s](i) and Silk) are not in correct order
with ej_1 and ej for some i, j, and k, i < j < k, then Pis
not weakly visible from e. If they are in correct order, then
there is a ray (say, the one starting at V] and containi ng
s](i» separati ng ICP(bdij) from ICP(bd]k)' Let the ray
starting at V] and contain ing s](i) be denoted by r(sj(i)) . If
r(s](i» separate s ICP(bdij) from ICP(bd]k), then ICP(bdik)
can be comput ed efficiently from ICP(bdij) and ICP(bd]k).
This is the idea used in the recursiv e algorith m.
It is known that if there is a ray (e.g., r(s] (1»)) separati ng
ICP(bd1j) from ICP(bd jn ) for every j, 1 < J < n, then P
is weakly visible from e (e.g., see [12]). Our ultimat e goal,

7

therefore, is to compute sj(l) and sj(n) for every j and
check their relative order based on Lemma 10. Clearly, our
main problem is to compute all the sj(l)'s and sj(n)'s.
The algorithm for computing the s)(1)'s and sj(n)'s consists of two phases. Phase 2.A uses Lemma 10 to compute the internal convex paths on certain subchains of bd(P)
(hence at every recursion level, either it succeeds in computing ICP(C) for a subchain C of bd(P), or it concludes that
P is not weakly visible from e). After the first phase is completed, if P is still not known to be non-weakly visible from
e, then the algorithm proceeds with Phase 2.B. For every
j, Phase 2.B constructs ICP(bd l )) and ICP(bdjn) (by using the internal convex paths obtained in Phase 2.A) and
reports sj(l) and sj(n).
We need to characterize ICP( bdij) before going to the
two-phase algorithm. For bdij, i < j, we say ICP(bdij) is in
order if the vertices of ICP(bd ij ) are in increasing order of
vertex indices in the walk of ICP(bd i )) from Vi to V). For
a segment s = VaVb, a < b, let r( s) be the ray starting at
Va and containing s. The following lemmas enable us to
compute the internal convex paths efficiently.

Lemma 11 Suppose P is not known to be non-weakly visible from e. For i < j, if ICP( bdi)) is in order and makes
only right turns, then for two consecutive segments Va Vb and
VbV c on ICP(bdi)), a < b < c,a(r(vbvc)) < a(r{VaVb)).

Proof. If a(r(vavb)) ~ 11", then the lemma is obviously true
because ICP(bdi)) is in order and makes only right turns.
If a(r(vavb)) < 11", then either a(r(vbvc)) < a(r{vavb)) or
a(r(vbvc)) > a(r{VaVb)) + 11" (since ICP(bdij) makes only
right turns). But a(r(vbvc)) > a(r(v a vb))+1I" and ICP(bdi))
being in order imply that the local condition (ii) tested in
the preprocess is satisfied at Vb, a contradiction.
0
Corollary 1 Suppose P is not known to be non-weakly visible from e. For i < j, if ICP( bdi)) is in order and makes
only right turns, then the polar angles of the segments on
ICP(bd.)) are in sorted order.

Proof. An immediate consequence of Lemma 11.

0

Lemma 12 Suppose P is not known to be non-weakly visible from e. For i, j, and k. 1 ::; i < j < k ::; 11, if both
ICP( bdi)) and ICP( bd)k) are in order and make only right
turns, then ICP( bdik) is in order and makes only right turns.
Proof. Omitted. See the full paper.

o

Lemma 13 Suppose P is not known to be non-weakly visible from e. For i < j, if ICP(bdi)) is in order and makes
only right turns, then ICP(bdi)) can be partitioned into at
most two subpaths C' and C" such that C' (resp., C") is
completely on the convex hull of C' (resp., C").

Proof. Let I be the horizontal line tangent to ICP( bdij)
(let I touch ICP(bdi,) at Va), such that ICP(bdij) - Va is
above I. By Corollary 1, the polar angles of the segments
on ICP{bdia) (resp., ICP(bd a))) are all ~ 11" (resp., ::; 11").
Hence, ICP(bdia) (resp., ICP(bdaj)) is completely on the
convex hull of ICP(bdia) (resp., ICP(bd a,)).
0

5.2

Phase 2.A

This phase consists of three steps: Step c.1, Step c.2,
and Step c.3. Its algorithmic outline and recurrences for
the time and processor complexities are similar to those
of Phase l.A. Given input (C, ICI, d) to each recursive

I
I
\

..

en

Figure 6: An example for illustrating Lemma 14.
call, where C is a subchain of bd ln , either an answer "no"
(indicating that P is already known to be non-weakly visible
from e) or ICP( C) is returned. All internal convex paths
in this phase are stored in rank trees. Here we only discuss
the computation in Step c.3.
In Step c.3, a chain C = bd. t is partitioned into 9 =
(m/d)I/3 subchains CI , C2 , ... , C g , where ICI = m and s
< t. There are O(l) processors available. After the recursive calls for the Ci'S, if P is not known to be non-weakly
visible from e, then ICP(CI), ICP(C2 ), ... , ICP(C g ) are all
available. Let v ZJ be the common vertex of C, and C,+ 1, for
each j = 1, 2 ... , g - 1. For each VZj , let Bef, (resp., Aft,)
denote the subchain of C before (resp., after) V Zj , that is,
Bef, = bd,zj (resp., Aft, = bdzje). One important operation in this step is to find SZj(s) and sz;{t) for each v,;, This
is because if SZj(s) and SZj(t) are in correct order with e ' j - l
and e Zj (d. Lemma 10) for each V Zj , then there is a ray separating every pair of ICP(C;) and ICP(C,), which makes
the computation of ICP(C) possible. Note that ICP(Bef,)
and ICP(Aft) are in general not explicitly available for the
computation of S'j(s) and sz·(t). We only explain how to
use Aft, to compute SZj(t) (the case for SZj(s) is similar).
The following lemma is useful in computing the SZj(s)'s.

Lemma 14 Suppose that P is not known to be non-weakly
visible from e and that every ICP( C k ) is in order and makes
only right turns. For a V'j' let r be the ray starting at V'j
and going through VI, and let r' be the rayon line I( vzjv n )
which starts at V'j and does not contain Vn (see Fig. 6).
For any i E {j + 1, j + 2, ... , g}, if the intersection of the
left half-plane lfp(r) of r and the right half-plane rtp(r') of
r' intersects ICP(Ci) - VZj ' then P is not weakly visible
from e.

Proof. Omitted. See the full paper.
0
For example, in Fig. 6, ICP(Ci) - vZ j intersects Ifp(r) n
rtp(r') in such a way that a vertex v'" on ICP(C;) - V'j is
contained in lfp(r) n rtp(r'). Let r' be the ray starting at
V Zj and going through V w ' Then en does not intersect the
left half-plane of r·. Hence P is not weakly visible from en.
Observe that in Phase 2.A, if P is not known to be nonweakly visible from e, then all the ICP(Ck)'S have the properties stated in Lemmas 11 and 12 (that all the ICP( Ck) 's
are in order and make only right turns can be easily proved
by induction by using Lemma 12). Therefore, we can check
whether each ICP(C;) - VZj intersects lfp(r) n rtp(r') in
O(log m) time using O(g) processors.
We compute the SZj(t)'s as follows. We first do the checking based on Lemma 14 for every V'j (in O(log m) time using O(l) processors). Suppose P is still not known to be
non-weakly visible from e, then we compute the common
tangent between VZj and ICP(Ci) for each C. ~ Aft), by

B

using the ray starting at vZ j and containi ng VIV zj as a ray
separat ing VZj from ICP( Cj). This is easily comput ed in
O(log m) time using O(g) processo rs for each Cj. Suppose
among the O(g) commo n tangent s so obtaine d, the tangent
between vZ j and ICP( Cj/) is the one first encount ered if we
use a ray originat ing at VZj to scan around VZj clockwise,
by starting at v!V Zj ' Then 8z j (t) is the common tangent
Vz;Vb between VZj and ICP(Cj/ ) (Vb is on ICP(Cjl i). Therefore, each 8 z ; (t) is comput able in O(log m) time using O(l)
process ors.
Given 8z j (8) and 8Zj (t) for each vZ j ' if SZj(8) and SZj(t)
are in correct order with ezj-l and e Zj (cf. Lemma 10),
then the ray r(sZj (s)) (startin g at v Z; and contain ing 8 (S))
zj
separat es Befj from Aft], and hence it separate s ICP(Cj )
from ICP(Ck ) for each Cj ~ Befj and each Ck ~ Aft]. After
r(sz·(8) ) is available, we can comput e the common tangent
bet~een each pair of ICP( Cj) and ICP( Ck) in O(log m) time
using O(g) process ors ~by using [8, 5]).
Next, using the O(g ) common tangent s so obtaine d, we
build a complet e binary tree of interna l convex paths whose
leaves are associat ed with C 1 , C2 , ••• , C g , respectively. The
root of the tree is associat ed with bd. t = C and it stores
ICP(bd .. ) (in a rank tree).
The comple te binary tree of internal convex paths above
is denoted by Tc. The root of Tc is denoted by root(Tc )
and the left (resp., right) child of an internal node u of
Tc is denoted by Ich(u) (resp., rch(u)) . The informa tion
associat ed with each node of T c is as follows. root(Tc ) is
associat ed with bd. t and it stores ICP(bd .tl. For an internal
node u, the subchai n of C associat ed with u is the union
of the subchai ns associat ed with the descend ent leaves of
u. Suppos e that the subchai n associat ed with u is bd and
ac
the subchai ns associat ed with Ich(u) and rch(u) are respectively bdab and bd bc , a < b < c. Observe that ICP(bdab)
- ICP(bd ac ) (resp., ICP(bdbc) - ICP(bd ac )) consists of at
most one connect ed compon ent. The informa tion stored
at Ich(u) (resp., rch(u)) is ICP(bdab) - ICP(bd ac ) (resp.,
ICP(bdbc) - ICP(bd ac )), represen ted by a rank tree. The
height of T c is O(log mi. This tree structur e has been used
in [9] for triangul ating a one-8id edmono tone polygon (in [9],
each node of the tree stores a portion of the convex hull for
its associat ed subchai n; see [9] for the definitions and the
details) . The constru ction of Tc is done by an algorith m in
[9.5]. in O(logm ) time using O(l) processo rs.
In total, the procedu re for Step c.3 requires O(log m)
time and O(l) processo rs.

5.3

Phase 2.B

At the root of the recursio n tree of Phase 2.A, if P has been
decided to be non-wea kly visible from e, then the algorith m
stops. Otherw ise, we proceed with Phase 2.B to comput e
8)(1) and sj(n) for every j. WLOG, we just show how
to comput e the 8j(I)'s (the comput ation for the 8j(n)'s is
similar) .
In Phase 2.A, we have constru cted a complet e binary
tree of the internal convex paths (d. Step c.3). We denote
this tree by T. T has O(n/d)
O(n/ log n) nodes. The
root of T stores ICP(bd 1n ). Each non-roo t node uses a rank
tree to store at most one connect ed portion of the internal
convex path for the subchai n of bd 1n associat ed with that
node. Hence there are totally O( n/ log n) internal convex
paths stored at the nodes of T.
The algorith mic structu re of Phase 2.B is the same as
the structu re of tree T. The procedu re follows a top-dow n
paradig m. It starts at root(T) , then goes to the two children

=

ICP(bd la)

.......

Vq
Figure 7: Illustra ting Lemma 15.
of root(T) , and so on, level by level. until the leaves of T
are reached . Because the height of T is O(log n), we need
to process each level of T (in most part of the procedu re) in
0(1) time, in order to achieve an O(log n) time algorith m.
Let u :j:. root(T) be an internal node of T. Let the chains
associat ed with u, Ich(u), and rch(u) be respecti vely bd .
ac
bd ab , and bd bc , 1 < a < b < c. The main comput ation
of Phase 2.B is based on the lemma below. WLOG. we
assume that up to the level of u, P is not known to be
non-wea kly visible from e.

Lemm a 15 Let the common tangent between ICP(bd!a)
and ICP(bd ac ) touch ICP(bd 1a ) at Vq and ICP(bd ) at
ac
Vr, the common tangent between ICP(bd 1a ) and ICP(bd )
ab
touch ICP(bd 1a ) at Vw and ICP(bdab) at Vz. and the common
tangent between ICP(bdab) and ICP(bdbc) touch ICP(bd )
ab
at VZI (see Fig. 7). Then the common tangent between
ICP(bd 1a ) and a vertex on bdab touches ICP(bd ) on
1a
ICP(bd wa ) (with w 2: q), and the common tangent between
ICP(bd1b) and a vertex on bd bc touches ICP(bd1b) either on
ICP(bdqb) (= ICP(bd qw ) U vwv z U ICP(bdzb)) (when V E
r
ICP(bdbc)) or on ICP(bdzlb) (when Vr E ICP(bdab)).
Proof. Omitted . See the full paper.
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We call ICP( bd qa ) in Lemma 15 the left internal convex path to the chain (i.e., bd ac ) associat ed with u and denote it by LICP u . Likewise, LICPlch(u) = ICP(bd ) and
wa
LlCPrch(u) = ICP(bd qb ) (when Vr E ICP(bd bc )). Observe
that LICPlch(u) and LICPrch(u) are disjoint except possibly
at v w . For conveni ence, we also let ICP u denote ICP(bd ).
ac
The comput ation based on Lemma 15 involves the following main operatio ns: (i) comput ing the common tangent between two internal convex paths, (ii) splitting an
internal convex path into two subpath s, and (iii) combini ng
two internal convex paths togethe r to form another path.
We need to perform each of these operatio ns in O( 1) time
for most part of the algorith m. Obviously, an appropr iate
data structur e for represen ting the internal convex paths is
essentia l in this process.
We can no longer use rank trees to represen t the internal
convex paths because of their logarith mic heights. Instead,
we represen t the internal convex path stored at each node
of T by an array. The convers ion of the rank tree represen tation into the array represe ntation for the internal convex
paths is easy to do in O(Iog n) time using O(n/ log n) processors. We hencefo rth assume that the internal convex
path stored at each node of T is represen ted by an array.
The comput ation on a node u of T involves ICP and
u
LICP u , which need to be represe nted in such a way that
enables us to comput e their commo n tangent in 0(1) time.
Recall that Ich( u) (resp., rch( u)) stores the portion of
ICPlch(u) (resp .. ICPrch(u») that is not on ICP u . Only
root(T) has its internal convex path, i.e., ICP(bd ), stored
1n
in a single array.
Ich( root(T) ) may have one portion

of ICP(bd 1(n/2)) stored in root(T) .
The left child of
Ich(roo t(T) may have one portion of ICP(bd (n/4)) stored
1
in Ich(roo t(T)), which may again have a portion stored
in root(T) . In general, a node u may have a portion of
ICP .. stored in each of its ancesto rs in T. That is, ICP.. is
obtaine d from the O(log n) arrays stored at its ancesto rs.
Therefo re, we represen t ICP.. by using O(log n) subarra ys.
Let ICP.. be represen ted by A .. (I), A .. (2), ... , A .. (k), in
order, where each A .. (i) is a subarra y of an array stored at
an ancesto r of u. Each A .. (i) is specified by two pointers ,
one pointing to the first element of A .. (i) and the other
pointing to the last element of A .. (i). Suppos e those 2k
pointers are available in the beginni ng of the comput ation
at u, where u is an internal node of T. In the process at u, we
split ICP.. at V:', where V:' (resp., V:II) on ICP (.. ) (resp.,
lch
ICPrch(u)) is the endpoin t of the commo n tangent between
ICP lch (.. ) and ICP reh (.. ), as follows. Let v:' be contain ed
in A .. (i) for some i. Then A .. (i) is split at V:' into two
subarra ys A~ and A~, such that v:' is the last element of
A~ and V:" is the first element of A~. Let the represe
ntation
of ICP ,ch(.. ) be the union of ICP lch (.. ) n ICP.. (represe nted
by O(log n) pieces from u) and ICPlch(u) - ICP u (one single
piece stored at lch(u)). That is, ICP lch (.. ) is represen ted by
A .. (1), A .. (2), ... , A .. (i -1), A~, and B leh (,,), in order,
where Bleh(u) is the array represen ting ICP lch (.. ) - ICP ...
The similar thing is done for ICP reh(,,)'
We associat e with ICP.. k size parame ters size,,(I ),
size.. (2), ... , size,,(k ), where size .. (i) = IA .. (I)1 + ... +
IA,,(i)l. Using the size parame ters, we can quickly access
the j-th vertex on ICP" for any j (say, in 0(1) time using O((log n)1/2) process ors). When ICP.. is split to form
ICP lch (.. ) and ICPreh(u) , the size parame ters for the representat ion of ICPrch(u) n ICP .. can be easily updated (in
0(1) time using O(log n) process ors) because we just need
to subtrac t/add a same number from/to all the parame ters
in the list for rch( u) and then add a new parame ter (for
ICP rch (,,) - ICP,,) to the beginni ng of the list. The update
on the parame ters for lch( u) is even easier (only a new term
is added to the end of the parame ter list).
It can be shown that LICP.. is also represen ted by
O(log n) subarra ys. Hence the "split" and "combin e" operations on LICP.. are also the same as on ICP ...
With these represe ntations for the ICP .. 's and LICP.. 's,
the commo n tangent between every pair of ICP.. and
LICP .. , at each level of T (in most part of the algori thm),
can be comput ed in 0(1) time and O(n/ log n) process ors
by using [IJ.
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